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Indies, Merch, Artists that support Doki/xSelen
These are twitter handles of those who support Doki and throw stones at Nijisanji EN & Anycolor
note: work in progress, pls wait
disclaimer: I did not make this list all by myself, a lot of input are from Niji fans and I just make the compilation here and double check by looking up
for the evidence tweets.

First and foremost pls, BLOCK THIS PERSON, one of the most disgusting people in the community, two-faced person who trash talk Anycolor/Nijisanji
EN, Elira and Vox, retweet revenge p0rn of Elira and make fun of her, but they're still replying to Nijien livers tweets acting like goody two shoes.
https://twitter.com/FlipsieVT/status/1755080704281501970?s=20

@Khyomaru

dramatuber, the one who stirs the situation the most, admitted he hates Nijisanji and biased. Screenshot of the deleted tweet.

@FalseEyeD

DRAMATUBERS/CLIPPERS/YOUTUBERS/STREAMERS

https://web.archive.org/web/20240225111127/https://twitter.com/FlipsieVT/status/1755080704281501970?s=20


dramatuber - scum of earth no.2

@Dreamiichu

youtube https://www.youtube.com/@DreamiiChu , idk their twitter and said on their community post that they dont wanna support Niji anymore

@Tectone

Actively riling up the hate and after the Black Box stream he tweeted "I love how Nijisanjis response was "Please Respect Everyone.... but Selen."
Calling Anycolor a shit company and the stream a smear campaign

moistcr1tikal/penguinz0
someordinarygamers/mutahar
asmongold
hero hei
Koefficient
Evanit0
Kenji

@szainx

(openly supporting Doki and said they're moving on from Nijisanji. Spilled that enna and kyo were supposed to do a cover and she was supposed to
be the artist and excused it with ‘i didn’t sign an nda so it’s fine’. - thanks for the tip anonie )

@s_h_uuko

literally think they're just hateriding but they did the elira/vox revenge p0rn. the tweet and arts are deleted. i have no screenshot of it because i
never see it and i never want to see it. also to add: he apologized later on.

@aerlyagraphics

she does the wiggle emotes and merchs, stops making niji stuffs and has said this will be the last time/will never sell nijimerch again and added no
thank you to continue it so if she backtracks then fuck her.

@mofumerch

posted announcement about "chose to cease support for the 'organization'.

@lemonwerewolf

In light of recent news, I am having a sale on all of my nijisanji merch because I would like to clear all of my stock.

@chucheems

Discontinuing Nijisanji EN merch.

@bishiepro

Discontinue creating new fandom work for Nijisanji because [unable to align with companies that do not uphold the same practices and standards.]
(https://x.com/bishiepro/status/1755754464647278861?s=20)

@shibaruirui

Decided to stop producing niji merch, Selen is their oshi.

@savisavichan

The artist who worked for Selen's Last Cup of Coffee, (you know the story), in support of Doki but still liking Niji livers.

@chyuame (suspended), new account @ceramicguts

called Niji loser

@uchuuusagi_

Will not be restocking or continue creating future merch

@Kamaniki

ARTISTS/MERCHS
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discontinued niji merch, no longer support Nijisanji also blocked Elira

@queencamelliaiv

She says she will not be working with any livers associated with Nijisanji moving forward.

@wizardjourney

discontinued, will not be restocking.

@mrsaltywastaken

said will delete his niji arts and making fun of Nijisanji on Riku Tazumi's video tweet.

@chuchugou

I’ll be retiring all of my Nijisanji fan merch and won’t be restocking any of it.

@acupofcawffee

Said they will not produce any niji merch and the current merch will sold very cheap at con.

@spiderkaiku

Tweet: Never again going to subscribe/follow/draw Nijisanji members

@wysticlipse

Tweet: They will not accepting anything niji-related and also Doomposting about NijiEN branch

@ganymedeVT

In light of recent news he will sell his Niji merch at discounted price because "I won’t be selling them online anywhere else, I want them gone!"

@yueyuu6 (merch)
@cutie_bunni (merch)
@matchacapricorn (merch)
@battywanderer (wont draw, wants oshi out of niji)
@SlimePupAribaba (artist drops niji)
@betanonbeet (mofumerch affiliated artist)
@panononi (dropped niji en)
@Kairuichan (merch)
@strongmoist (nsfw artist so careful, they're not against niji 100% since they said what nijien official did is good but they have a doki pfp so take it as
you will)
@vessel4rt (if anybody remembers that one anon art on nyfco where vox/ike/elira were reading scripts with doki/sln on the floor and a suit in the
background like some cultshit was happening, this is your guy)
@rihsuri (indie/artist, liked a bunch of doki's tweets and art, haven't seen nijiart/tweet unless i missed it, but had said "niji supremacy" in the past)
@weeniedesu (artist who worked with sln about niji not paying them on time; someone on nyfco(?) thought the reason why these things happened
only to sln fanartists was because sln never told management until last minute for comms, etc. but idk)
@xivanramirezx (artist, wants rosemi to either graduate or not be a part of the "bully livers")

@muj_in

that genshin/wannabe vtuber, calling for Vox graduation under Khyo's tweet, made tweet about Vox, Elira and Ike disregarding privacy, etc., overall
very vocal about hating on Nijisanji and the livers, esp Vox.

@ParteLexNOT (Joshuiji Shinri's from Holostars VG's PL's alt)

just giving Vox, Elira and Ike pro tip after Black Box stream.

@CyYuVtuber

telling Nijisanji to do better, made video about Nijisanji without research and got his source from 4chan and threw all of his ‘niji friends’ under the
bus back when selen’s issue was at its highest peak by talking about how he almost decided to join niji but they wanted him to ‘stop voice acting’
with very little to no actual details. Scarle unfollowed him later on.

@domoarigathanks

INDIES, OTHER CORPOS, etc.
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weirdo. shaded nijisanji. also tweet shady stuff to Aruvn (who was allegedly supposed to be the 4th Krisis member) about Nijisanji.

@HAMMERSKIMA (HYTE CEO)

discontinued Hyte collaboration with Nijisanji and support Doki.

@RiiKami

He's supporting Doki - (Note: i think its fine, you can support both without harassing and stirring the hate)

@kagevtuber

Liking #sinktheyacht and falseeyed's tweet comparing elira and doki subs

@dovealoveVT

Tweet: Sink the motherfucking yacht

@vgumihoe

Doki's friend. Openly supporting her and shit like that. Shu unfollowed her and unmodded her.

@araaraitsgrace

Calling Enna a bully, Vox loses subs much deserved, have liked negative tweets + "doesn't buy this" to koto's mental health tweet like bye bitch
lmao. Also, she retweets and tweets too much, just look at their account and you'll know LOL , hard to dig old ones esp when they subtweet.

@llamasamavt (made meme videos about the whole fiasco)
@tsukilunayt (meme)
@leotaku_vt (meme)
@shinivtuber (meme)
@oda_satoshi_ (??? idk but they were a elira member)
@nyxcambadiaz (yacht meme)
@kurotesuta (meme)
@lordmaulington (meme)
@solobladeva (did a va/vo for a meme)
@gravepower_vt
@celestetheelfvt
@azurewolf_
@bigbananavt
@wongfuvt
@elaravtuber
@mrjmezz
@brakkaenvtuber
@sunwoo_v05
@kennethbivens90
@deucevtuber

@auleeyafarah (rando?? says not to buy livers' merch, etc)

IDK WHO BUT THEY GOT FOLLOWERS
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@cainupsilon

@joyeusevt
@nickstick23 / @sfwstick
@bannedvttakes

@grimmvalevt

@chiikaboom
@pkpatchworks
@findermao
@senaamavt

@yourlocalgoost (assuming their oshi was one of the three and said they'd stop supporting them)
@crossinggenesis

@erinavtuber
@otapic2
@robbierooz
@thedarkenjoyer
@joooyeuse_ (unsure if it's @joyeusevt's art acc or not)
@strawbee_milk

@aerisviel (unsure but they're one of those whom say elira/vox/ike were meatshields)
@battywanderer (doesn't want to draw anymore but on the fence, wants their oshi out of niji)
@pankeik_pan (says nijiscum)
@wazza_razza73 (elira/vox/ike meatshield)

@boomzeesvt
@kuroedrawsstuff
@anchayuri (will not support niji anymore)
@doodlenab
@chuaturyy (made a meme implying tazumi is a harrasser???)
@itsnemunemu (meatshield)
@nuwanightstone (meatshield)
@step__arts (brain is too dead to function their tweet but they're not a niji/vtuber(?) fan and are commenting about it)
@sleepy_cricket (meatshield)
@honeyoniyt_en
@thewolflance
@slimepuparibaba
@tomoaries_vt
@greynaughties
@medicusfallstar
@meeraoctavia

@aria_of_effect (doxxed vox's pl on x please report their tweet if you can)
@cookievonsweet
@azeharad
@aurangaming
@ravenambree
@nataliafinnvt (genuinely think they want niji to thrive as they say to not harass elira/vox/ike++ but still believe they are meatshields)
@kawaiiskulls (wants to boycott the new(?) pso2ngs collab)
@ringt4il

@ayanarinashi (unsure but they are not really positive in their comments regarding the situation)
@auroramaqui (said it's similar to roa's case/favoring selen "not a lawyer but i said what i said")
@yuikaichan
@vt_miya (reading comprehension doko)
@tomoe_vt (in support of livers, later on said he's disappointed in niji?)
@kirari_mochivt(raided positivity tag, kurosanji)
@LudmilaVT_(accuses vox and elira of holding back laughter)

@hikaricelestia
@HoneyOniYT_EN
@GreyNaughties
@Doodlenab
@CookievonSweet
@AzeharaD
@AuroraMaqui



new · what · how · langs · contacts

@AuranGaming
@aria_of_effect
@AnchaYuri
@sleepy_cricket
@RavenAmbree
@NuwaNightstone
@NataliaFinnVT
@MeeraOctavia
@MedicusFallstar
@LlamaSamaVT
@KawaiiSkulls
@ItsNemuNemu
@VT_Miya
@YuikaiChan

@Tomoe_VT
@TheWolflance
@SteP__Arts
@snuffyowo
@briatcookiebox
@sansinjin
@sansinjin (indie, qrts about the situation, says they don't want to harrass the livers (vox/ike/elira) and implies they were meatshields)
@arielle_vt (lewd?indie, has liked/supported doki but nothing else from what i see!)
@reiny_envt (graduating but interacts with khyo and false, BARELY but still)
@ellyvtuber (has liked doki's tweets regarding the situation + a tweet from @infernoomni, no idea who that is, about vox/ike/elira being meatshields.
again.)
@d_dr4gon ("39daph is unbased", blocked by jazz, "flawed document")
@_zombiecowttv ("nijien livers are clowns")
@sharkstarkvt
@_xins
@cgdctenjoyer (literally says they only like holo, made a compilation of niji en livers being supportive to elira's stream)
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